Built for your lifestyle
Cavco and its affiliates are a national leader in design, manufacturing and distribution of Park Model and Cabin RVs throughout the United States. Some of the most recognized and experienced Park Model brands, locations across the U.S. and a combined total of over 80 years manufacturing Park Models makes us the most trusted and reliable source in the nation.

Our Park Models are precision built in controlled indoor environments at an attractive value and with shorter completion times than on-site construction methods. We customize styles and specifications for the exclusive use of land/lease communities, subdivision developers and resort properties. At Cavco, we provide Park Model RV Solutions for all Seasons.

Cavco is publicly traded and has been nationally recognized for its innovative and flexible construction. While Cavco has remained a market leader in the park model industry, the company is also equally well known for its manufactured and modular home businesses, which it has continued to grow both organically and through the acquisition of top manufactured housing companies in the U.S., including Fleetwood Homes, Nationwide Homes, Palm Harbor Homes, Fairmont Homes, Chariot Eagle and Lexington Homes.

OUR BRANDS:
1. Park Model RVs

2. Cabin RVs

3. Loft RVs

4. ECO-Cottage RVs

5. RVs and Modulars

6. Tiny House RVs
INDUSTRY PIONEER

With over 80 years of combined Park Model experience, you will not find another manufacturer with the variety of price points, floorplans or customization than Cavco Industries and its brands. Cavco has made a long-term commitment to the park model industry and started manufacturing specifically for the very popular winter visitor market. Cavco has sold thousands of park models and is largely responsible for the park model boom that first swept Arizona, California and Florida in the 1990s.

Cavco has expanded its product line and manufacturing footprint significantly. Today, we design and build park model RVs across the country under the most recognized brand names in the industry. Each of our park models are built with exacting standards to the ANSI 119.5 standard and NFPA 1192.
Cabin RVs

INDUSTRY LEADING QUALITY

Throughout the US and Canada, Cavco believes quality comes first. Only the highest grade materials are used which insures our Creekside Cabins will last for decades to come. At Cavco, we are able to keep our costs competitive and our quality high. We pay attention to efficiency and consistency in every Cabin RV built. When you purchase a Cavco Creekside Cabin RV you are investing in hardworking employees with years of experience that is unequal to any other manufacturer.

We encourage our customers to experience Cavco Creekside Cabins by scheduling a factory tour. You’ll understand first hand why Cavco is the best choice.
LOFT LIVING

Every Cavco Loft RV Brand offers an unprecedented way of life whether you choose a resort, campground or RV park setting. Uncompromising standards are assured with our modern construction techniques giving you four-season comfort and quality you can count on. One of the greatest features of Cavco Loft RVs are the numerous amounts of floor plans, a large variety of color schemes and being able to customize to your liking. Being flexible and listening to our customers is why Cavco leads the industry in loft RV living.
ECO-Cottage RVs

ECO-LIVING

Eco-Cottage RVs can be the practical solution to providing recreational dwelling needs for your lifestyle. Eco-Cottage RVs can be built quickly for all environments.

These RV structures utilize the latest technology and the highest grade materials. Explore our designs and learn about the endless uses of our eco-logical Park Model RVs. Eco-Cottage RVs are flexible and affordable with high-performance standards. It is the ultimate high-performance Park Model RV.

Eco-Cottages: Eco-nomical, Eco-friendly, Eco-logical.
INNOVATIVE

Whether you’re an individual looking for that dream vacation RV or own a campground, upscale resort, RV park or a developer learning about the Recreational Outdoor Hospitality business, we are here to assist you. With over 25 years of park model and cabin experience, we understand that creating a specialty product may be required. Cavco is a name you can trust and has the reputation that exceeds all other manufacturers.
SIMPLIFY

The Tiny House RV movement has grown over the years, and whether you are a developer, campground owner, interested in starting a Tiny House RV community or just looking to downsize your lifestyle and minimize your footprint, Cavco is here to help. Efficiently built in our quality-controlled factories at shorter completion times than our competitors, our Tiny House RVs are thoughtfully designed to maximize comfort and modern conveniences without sacrificing livability.

All Cavco Tiny House RVs are NFPA 1192 approved, meaning your Cavco Tiny House RV is a certified Recreational Vehicle, built to exacting standards from NFPA and approved by RVIA. Cavco is one of the few RVIA certified Tiny House RV builders in the country. As the largest manufacturer of Park Model RVs and Cabin RVs in North America, Cavco is the brand you can Trust.
Leading the Park Model RV & Cabin Industry for over 20 years.

“Providing Park Model RV Solutions for all Seasons”

Cavco Industries, Inc. 1001 N. Central Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85004 | www.cavco.com